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Software engineering education is a challenging task. It must provide students with a knowledge of software development
processes and the issues facing software developers in a commercial context However, computing students tend to focus on the
programming aspects of developing software and frequently take a ‘hacking approach’ to developing program code, rather than
considering the software development process. In order for students to appreciate the importance of the software development
process, it first has to be taught. Such teaching should enable the definition of a software process that supports sound software
engineering principles and which facilitates process learning. This paper presents the issues of SPI education, presents a series of
SPI education experiments and discusses the results of these under the heading of: time distribution, time estimation, size
estimation and defect analysis, with a view to Universities and colleges producing high quality computing graduates who have a
sound knowledge of the importance of software process and SPI techniques.

1

Introduction

Software process improvement (SPI) is an essential topic in any software engineering curriculum. Some degree
programs have a specific SPI course, while others intersperse it throughout the curriculum. Some SPI courses
focus on a particular method (such as CMM, PSP or ISO 9000), while others discuss several methods. SPI also
plays a part in other courses. For example, in project work the process the student follows should be one that
undergoes continuous improvement, as it would in an industrial setting.
A key issue in SPI is to have a firm basis in terms of measurement. We have to collect measurement data
and use the data to identify areas for improvement. After a process change, we must continue to measure to
assess if the change made us achieve our objectives. SPI is inherently difficult to teach in a course as
improvement mostly is concerned with long-term objectives. Thus to teach improvement, we must provide
measurements to the students and allow they to use the data and collect new data, and thus evaluate if they have
improved. SPI frameworks aimed at the individual such as PSP (Personal Software Process) [1] and PIPSI
(Process for Improving Programming Skills in Industry) [2] are designed to help students and practitioners
organise and plan their work, track their performance, manage software quality, and analyse and improve their
individual process.
SPI education should be geared toward the perspective of the individuals students being trained for it to
have the most effect. Establishing, a software engineering process, and improvement upon that process, depends
on the individuals. If the individuals are disciplined, and adequately trained in the principles of software
engineering, the chances are good that the software process will be successfully defined, implemented, and
improved. This, in-turn, increases the probability of achieving the aim of an on time, within budget, error-free
software product.
SPI frameworks aimed at the individual such as PSP (Personal Software Process) and PIPSI (Process for
Improving Programming Skills in Industry) are designed to help students and practitioners organise and plan
their work, track their performance, manage software quality, and analyse and improve their individual process.
While many Universities in the USA teach SPI and SPI-related courses at the individual level using the PSP, the
take up in Europe has been substantially smaller. This paper discusses the issues associated with teaching SPI at
the individual level and presents the results of a series of teaching experiments, using a European developed
PSP derivative, known as PIPSI.
2

Personal Software Process

The PSP [1] was developed to address the deficiencies of the CMM at the individual level. It is based on a set of
key concepts:
• The process: each developer should follow a defined process
• The measures: each developer should monitor his or her performance by using a set of measures. The same
developer collects the data and analyses it.
• Estimation and planning. Each developer should use adapted techniques to estimate the duration of his
project, plan it, monitor its advancement and compare with the plan.
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•

Quality. Each developer should use specific techniques to improve the quality of her project. The goal is
zero defect software. Defects should be eliminated as soon as possible, possibly before the first compile.
The PSP consists of ten programming assignments and four reports. Students start with a simple process that
includes estimating and recording their effort for different process phases. As students progress through the
assignments, they learn about, and use, more detailed and mature processes. The PSP relies heavily on data
collection, mathematical estimation techniques and formal reviews (design and code), and the use of analysis to
improve process effectiveness.
The results from applying the PSP are contradictory. In an academic setting a major study has shown that
developers reduce the number of defects they leave in their programs while not changing their productivity [3].
In an industrial setting other studies have shown that estimation accuracy, and the quality of the product both
improve [4]. So in principle, the PSP can be used to teach good software engineering practices and instil a
disciplined approach. Nevertheless, many educators have experiences problems implementing PSP in the
curriculum [5,6]:
• Students do not like it. They perceive the PSP as tedious to use and complain that it takes away from their
‘real work’. Especially for small exercises (< 100 LOC ) it is very difficult to convince students to use it.
• Data collection becomes very difficult in frequent edit-compile-debug cycles.
• Manual data collection becomes infeasible when class sizes exceed 50.
• If a PSP course has to be included into the curriculum, it typically has to replace existing courses.
• PSP requires basic programming knowledge, i.e. it has to be aimed at students who have a ‘flawed’
process. Wouldn’t it be better to teach them a disciplined process from the very beginning?
3

Process for Improving Programming Skills in Industry (PIPSI)

The PIPSI (Process for Improving Programming Skills in Industry) project [2] is an ESSI funded project which
aims to provide a process improvement framework for use by individual software engineers working in
European SME’s. The focus of the project is on improving individual software engineering skills thus
generating bottom-up improvement. The PIPSI approach, whose aim is to present the techniques in a way that
makes them more attractive and more easily used in small and medium-sized organisations and development
teams. The focus of the PIPSI is on bottom-up process improvement by: 1) defining a personal process, 2)
personal project management and 3) personal quality management.
The entire model is buttressed and controlled through the use of measurement. By collecting data on their
own performance, students learn about how they develop software. The measures help them understand the
fundamental relationship between size and effort and, through this understanding, enable them to improve their
estimating abilities. Furthermore, by gathering data on their defect rates they witness how employing practices
such as personal code reviews and the use of checklists will allow them to produce higher-quality program
code. The measures provide information on performance, information can then lead to process improvement
and process improvement can lead to the production of better quality software on time. Finally collecting
performance data on an ongoing basis moves students from defining their own development process, through
managing it to optimising it.
Through PIPSI training, students complete programming tasks on which they collect increasing quantities
of data. Early exercises capture effort measures. Subsequent exercises gather size data whilst the concluding
exercises capture defect and quality measures. Students can now develop more accurate and predictable delivery
estimates. The final element of PIPSI is that of personal quality management. As students complete PIPSI
program exercises, they collect data on the defects injected into those programs.
This process illustrates in which development phases they inject and remove defects. Furthermore, the
defects are categorised by type, thus allowing a causal analysis to be performed which can then lead to defect
prevention. PIPSI focuses on proven quality control mechanisms such as design and code reviews which enable
developers to remove defects earlier in the development process. This achieves the twin objectives of removing
defects at the front end of the development cycle where they are cheaper and easier to fix and, as a corollary,
means testing time is more focused as fewer defects are escaping into test.
4

Teaching Experiment

To assist with validation of the PIPSI approach and its subsequent development a series of validation exercises
[7] were undertaken in four European countries in an industrial context and also in an academic environment
[8]. This paper focuses on the trial subsequent application of PIPSI practices to a group of final year computing
students in Dublin City University.
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The trial group consisted of 42 final year computing students, with PIPSI classes being held over a 3 week
period in the academic year 2002-03. Students undertook 5 programming exercises and were required to collect
successively more detailed data by following the PIPSI approach previously outlined. The students initially
gathered effort measures and then progressed to personal project management by relating effort to task size and
finally focusing on quality management through understanding defects. In section 5 we present and analyse the
students data collected during the experiment. This is analysed under the heading of: time estimation, size
estimation and defect analysis.
From the first exercise, students were required to keep track of the time they have taken to complete a
particular programming task. A simple development process of “Pre-Build”, “Build” and “Post-Build” is
followed in all exercises, and the study group recorded their time in each of these areas for programs 1 to 5. One
of the teaching objectives was to convince the group of the need to spend more time in the earlier phases of
development such as understanding requirements, detailed design and the use of code reviews. Previous studies
have shown how spending a greater proportion of time in the earlier life-cycle phases significantly reduces the
amount of time required for testing as the product can be built 'right first time' and less rework and repair is
required in test.
5

Data Analysis

The exercises used for the trials were deliberately short in order to allow for the maximum amount of data to be
collected during the training period. Because the exercises were quite small many of the estimating errors are
quite large. Other researchers have also found that small tasks can generate significant percentage errors.
However, over time, when the disciplines have been applied to much larger tasks and sufficient historical data
has been gathered, then the error percentages can be reduced. Figure 1 shows the time estimation error for the
study group for programs 1 to 5.
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Figure 1. Group Time Estimation Accuracy

Generally students found the same level of difficulty with each of the programs. However, their estimates
varied considerably in the early stages of PIPSI training, with the largest underestimate being 233% and the
smallest underestimate being 100% for programming exercise 1. However, with some basic understanding of
their over estimation data and more careful use of estimation techniques, the estimation error steadily fell over
programming exercises 2 to 5. In the case of program 4, the students were generally becoming both more
confident in their estimation and less conservative. For programming exercise 4, the best student overestimated
the time required by 15%, the worst student underestimated by 33%, whilst the average estimate was out by just
1%. However, some element of the sudden change to overestimation maybe due to the description of exercise 4,
which student subsequentially commented on as being verbose and “sounding harder than it was”. It should also
be noted that in programs 3, 4 and 5 size and productivity measures are used to derive time estimates so if the
student collects subsequent figures this would indicate whether the improvement in time estimating is due to
this approach.
Size estimation data was collected for programming exercises 3 to 5 (see figure 2). Initially the students
were underestimating the size (LOC) of the programs (3) by 30%, however, this fell to an average
underestimate of 11% by program 5. There were however some outlying figures, with the worst underestimate
being 50% and the best overestimate just 3%. However, none of the participants overestimated the size of the
programs. Obviously no firm conclusions can be drawn in this regard, but this should be monitored in future
programs. It is also worth comparing actual program size with actual development time, to see the relationship
between the size of a program and the time taken to develop it.
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Figure 2. Group Size Estimation Accuracy

Defect data was collected for programming exercises 4 and 5, with students conducting a full code review prior
to compilation of their programs, thus illustrating the benefits of the code review process, as opposed to the
traditional student usage of the compiler to catch syntax and other basic errors. In hindsight it would have been
more useful to either collect defect data on earlier programming exercises, or only conduct the code review
process for exercise 5, as this would have allowed for a comparison of defect data before and after introducing
the code review process.
As the programming exercises were small, it is not valid to directly analyse defects in the traditional
manner, such as; defects density rates, defect injection rates, etc. However, student perception the code review
process is very interesting. When initially introduced, students were unwilling to follow a pre-compile review,
as they considered a primary use of the compiler was to highlight errors to the programmer. Further, may
students found it counter-intuitive to follow a code review process, without using the compiler.
Whilst students did agree that the code review process highlighted many defects, in particular syntax errors,
many claimed to be aware of regularly making similar syntax errors in the past. Thus it is not clear that if
students were aware of defects they commonly injected into their programs, that they took any action to avoid
such defect injection. A primary aim of the defect measurement stage of PIPSI is to make programmers aware
of the defects they inject, so they may take steps to avoid injecting such defects, by modifying programming
style / habits.
6

Conclusions

Whilst the data we have presented does not provide conclusive proof of the benefits of using PIPSI there are
many encouraging signs which are inline with previous PIPSI studies using a smaller number of participants
[7,8]. Time estimation accuracy has shown steady improvement over the duration of the study, as has size
estimation. However, it is worth noting that short exercises (such as those used in this study) can generate quite
large estimating errors, as participants tend to overcompensate for previous errors. Also, small tasks will always
produce significant percentage errors, e.g. a 2-minute underestimate in a 20-minute task is a 10% error. It is
expected that when applied to larger tasks and when size and productivity data are introduced that time
estimating error will be reduced.
The data gathered by individual should act as a momentum to them to continue to use and monitor the
PIPSI approaches to determine how they work for them in the longer-term. There were also some qualitative
benefits from the study. Many of the students commented on how they had not thought about programming in
this way prior to embarking on the study. A number expressed how previously, they were unaware of the
proportions of time they were spending in the various development phases and furthermore had never taken
product size into account.
There exists many different approaches for working with processes and process improvement. We are
currently exploring the idea of introducing Extreme Programming (XP) [9] into a software engineering teaching
module. There has been early experiments in comparing XP-like pair programming with individual
programming based on PSP practices [10]. Although these results to date are not conclusive, they do indicate
the merit of further study.
In the future we intend to carry out some formal academic studies of pair programming using the same
exercises as those used in the PIPSI trials. This will enable me to make some comparisons between the
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effectiveness of the two approaches. Furthermore, a longitudinal study is intended to ascertain if students still
use pair programming and subsequently XP on a regular basis after teaching.
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